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Double-strand breaks (DSBs) are serious genetic lesions that must be repaired to prevent catastrophic loss of chromosomes. In general, two classes of mechanisms exist for 
repairing double-strand breaks, homologous recombination (HR) or nonhomologous end joining (NHEJ). HR requires an identical (or nearly identical) template strand of DNA to 
mend a lesion whereas NHEJ repairs a double-strand gap in DNA without a homologous template (middle upper panel).
NHEJ, however, is not entirely devoid of guiding information. Short stretches of complementary “microhomology” sequences (1–10 base pairs) often appear at repair junc-
tions, suggesting that limited base pairing between two ends of a double-strand break is exploited during repair. Thus, NHEJ is guided entirely by information in the lesion, which 
makes NHEJ error prone in comparison to HR. Nonetheless, NHEJ is optimal and necessary for double-strand break repair during the cell-cycle stages (i.e., G0 and G1) when sis-
ter chromatids are not available to guide more accurate repair by HR. Most notably, NHEJ is incredibly flexible in terms of its substrates and repair mechanisms. In this SnapShot, 
we describe the wide range of lesions on which NHEJ operates, the diverse mechanisms used to join these breaks, and the many outcomes possible at the repaired junctions.
Many Pathways
Many stresses cause double-strand breaks in DNA. These include ionizing radiation, reactive oxygen species (ROS), mechanical stress, failure of topoisomerase enzyme activity, 
and replication across nicks or damaged DNA. In addition, the off-target action by nuclear enzymes, such as those involved in V(D)J or class switch recombination in lymphoid 
cells, can introduce damaging double-strand breaks throughout the genome.
The result is marked heterogeneity in the structures of double-strand breaks produced by causative agents, even when lesions occur in the same DNA sequence (left upper 
panel). These variable configurations include the presence of overhangs, variations in their polarity (i.e., 3′ versus 5′), and damage to bases or sugars at either terminal or internal 
nucleotides. Genetic information may even be lost when both nucleotides in a base pair are damaged.
Because NHEJ must use these diverse ends as repair substrates, even the best defined (and so-called “classical”) NHEJ pathway is extremely flexible and can proceed 
through many rounds of enzymatic activity (left middle panel). Moreover, when the classical NHEJ pathway is impeded, other cellular repair factors can substitute for it (left 
middle panel). This substitution, which is called alternative end joining (alt-EJ), backup NHEJ, or microhomology-mediated end joining (MMEJ), varies considerably in efficiency 
among species and cell types. Also, it is unclear to what extent these alternative NHEJ pathways reflect distinct bona fide repair mechanisms or simply slight detours from the 
main pathway using a few alternative enzymes or cofactors.
The assortment of DNA lesions fixed by NHEJ combined with these sundry repair mechanisms leads to remarkably diverse repaired products (middle lower panel). Even when 
a population of cells have the identical break, many different repair junctions are typically observed. Although limited base pairing can guide accurate repair, deletions of variable 
size, and to a lesser extent insertions, can lead to detrimental mutations. Nonetheless, these lesions are probably less deleterious than loss of chromosomes, which would occur 
without NHEJ. Arguably the most damaging errors of NHEJ are translocations, when two breaks on different chromosomes and arising from different sources erroneously join.
Protein Components and Interactions
The ends of double-strand breaks are recognized primarily by the Ku protein, which consists of two subunits, Ku70 and Ku80 (Yku70 and Yku80 in yeast). Ku is a molecular scaf-
fold with a ring structure that slips onto a broken end of DNA (middle upper panel). In vertebrate cells, Ku then recruits the DNA-dependent protein kinase, DNA-PKcs. Associa-
tion with DNA activates DNA-PKcs, which subsequently phosphorylates many proteins, including itself. Indeed, autophosphorylation appears to be the most important target of 
DNA-PKcs. DNA-PKcs also activates the Artemis nuclease, which trims back overhangs in preparation for ligation.
Interestingly, yeast lack both DNA-PKcs and Artemis. Instead, in the budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, the multifunctional Mre11-Rad50-Xrs2 complex (MRN; 
Mre11-Rad50-Nbs1 in fission yeast and most other eukaryotes) works with Ku and DNA ligase IV to bring about NHEJ. Recent studies show that MRN plays a more substantial 
role than previously appreciated in certain types of vertebrate NHEJ. The Mre11 nuclease may process overhangs whereas the entire complex may bind broken ends.
The ligase complex in NHEJ consists of XRCC4 (X-ray repair, complementing defective repair in Chinese hamster), XLF (XRCC4-like factor; also called Cernunnos), and DNA 
ligase IV (or Nej1, Lif1, and Dnl4 in yeast, respectively). The POL X family of DNA polymerases, including Pol µ and Pol λ (Pol4 in yeast), perform unique functions in NHEJ, but 
other polymerases can also participate in filling in the gaps of lesions. Many other enzymes interact with these core structural components of NHEJ, and the particular compo-
nents involved depend on the specific double-strand break and its cellular context.
NHEJ-Specific Mechanisms
Ultimately, NHEJ is a ligation reaction. As with molecular cloning in vitro, this often requires preparative steps by nucleases, polymerases, and other enzymes to create ligatable 
ends. Iterative loading of these enzymes onto the double-strand break produces the mechanistic flexibility of NHEJ (right middle panel). With each iteration, the ligase has the 
opportunity to join one strand and thereby restore the continuity of two physically separated termini.
Indeed, a substrate consisting of two DNA ends spatially separated places several unique demands on NHEJ proteins. First, of course, is the obligatory association of two 
double-strand ends. In one model, the Ku:DNA-PKcs complex forms a tight dimer across the break, such that DNA-PKcs autophosphorylation occurs (middle upper panel). Only 
then is the Ku:DNA-PKcs-mediated protection of ends released to allow enzymatic action. In a second model, less rigid associations are achieved by tethering two ends close 
to each other but leaving the termini free. In this model, with insufficient base pairing in overhangs to hold a double-strand break together, structural components facilitate equi-
libria of many potential alignments of the ends with final synapsis (i.e., the holding together of the two DNA ends) achieved only transiently within the active sites of the catalytic 
enzymes. A third model might entail providing a scaffold for the ends by a structural component, such as DNA-PKcs or the Mre11-Rad50-Nbs1 complex.
Another challenge unique to NHEJ is that the enzymes must physically link and repair DNA substrates in which both strands are discontinuous or have very limited comple-
mentarity. Indeed, the ligases, polymerases, and nucleases involved in NHEJ can tolerate or even generate very short stretches of microhomology, which may in fact underlie 
all NHEJ events (left bottom panel). Such microhomology might be generated de novo even when two blunt joints are joined, which may occur by the compensatory addition or 
deletion of nucleotides at opposing ends of the double-strand break. These MMEJ mechanisms appear to be particularly important for alternative end-joining pathways, in which 
the microhomology regions are substantially more internal to the double-strand break than those in the Ku-dependent pathways. In these cases, the microhomology regions are 
presumably exposed through more extensive resection of ends by nucleases.
Future Questions
The major challenge for researchers studying classical NHEJ is to transition from a reasonably complete list of protein components and their individual modes of action toward a 
detailed understanding of their concerted three-dimensional relationship on DNA ends as repair proceeds. With this knowledge, we can then begin to delineate the complex mecha-
nisms controlling how specific ends are repaired and what NHEJ repair route is chosen for a particular break. Understanding these mechanisms is critical because NHEJ repair often 
creates mutations that give rise to cancer. Finally, many challenges remain for integrating double-strand breaks and their repair processes into the context of the nuclear environ-
ment. For example, it will be interesting to understand to what extent colocalization of chromosomal regions or double-strand breaks predetermines which ends are joined.
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